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Abstract 

 

The sociocultural aspect in Japanese conversation has shown that Japanese speakers put emphasis 

on mutual coordination and social bonds. One such conversational practice is the use of Reactive 

Tokens (RT) termed by Clancy et al. (1996) where listeners use small bits of vocal behavior to 

exhibit understanding without disrupting the speaker. Japanese speakers make use of RTs to 

establish intersubjectivity, and such practices shape the sociocultural aspect of omoiyari, also 

known as consideration for others. Native speakers of English also use RTs, albeit with different 

underlying expectations. As a result, English speakers learning Japanese tend to misplace their 

use of RTs when speaking Japanese. Consequently, this can appear inattentive rather than 

displaying mutual alignment to their conversation partner. This study investigates whether 

pragmatic-focused explicit instructions with a significant component of noticing can support 

learners’ increase in target like production of RTs and its appropriate placement. This study 

contributes to the pedagogical implication for mediating cross cultural communication as well as 

cultural pragmatic competency for both educators and learners. This quasi-experimental study 

employs a pre and post-test, alongside 4 different interventions as a way to raise awareness to 

head nods, and RTs during regular class hours.  
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1 Introduction  

 

When conversing in any language, we may come across certain behaviors that identify 

our listenership (Iwasaki, 1997; Yoshimi, 1997) towards the speaker. For example, in English we 

may provide a “yeah” or an “uh huh” to indicate that we are attending to what the speaker is saying 

and are providing sufficient feedback, enough to not disrupt their flow. This process is known as 

backchanneling (Yngve,1970). Backchannel is a phenomenon that is well established across many 

languages, but can also function and vary across languages (Clancy et al., 1996). Previous studies 

have demonstrated that Japanese and English have different expectations with regards to 

deployment of backchannels - also known as auzuchi (n, un, ee, hai) – with respect to timing and 

frequency (Maynard, 1993; Clancy et al., 1996; Kita & Ide, 2007). This cross-cultural difference 

in production of backchannels can prompt different expectations, which may lead to 

miscommunication (Szatrowski, 2000) caused by behavior and routines triggered by L1 practices, 

which is also known as cross-talk (Gumperz, 1970). For Japanese speakers, listener responses can 

occur in overlapping talk, which is perceived as engagement with the speaker (Ikeda, 2004). For 

English speakers however, this is considered interruptive (Ikeda, 2004) and inappropriate, and as 

a result, this causes misinterpretations and not showing a mutual alignment and/or emotional 

support (Lebra, 1976) with the speaker.  

Noticing (Schmidt, 1993) will be a core component for this study in hopes to raise learners’ 

awareness to the use of backchannels in Japanese (aizuchi). For L2 learners this may be a difficult 

concept to apply to their practices without having awareness of these listener responses. Moreover, 
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because the idea of overlapping talk is considered interruptive and inappropriate in their L1 

practices, learners may take more than just noticing, but also require an explicit instructional 

component in tandem to successfully achieve pragmatic competency (Taguchi, 2009). Previous 

literature has shown that learners benefitted from explicit instruction (Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; 

Yoshimi, 2001; Ishida, 2009) with an awareness raising component.  

This study will adopt the aforementioned approaches – noticing and explicit instruction - 

which will focus on raising awareness to activate learners’ L1 sociopragamtic (Yoshimi, 2008) 

understandings to mediate cross cultural communications, and also a strong noticing (Schmidt, 

1993) component, to increase cultural pragmatic competency between Japanese and English cross-

linguistic differences. Applying a quasi-experimental design using pre-tests and post-tests, learners’ 

performances will be examined for production of listener responses. More central to this paper, is 

whether an awareness raising component plays a role in the relationship between production of 

and understanding of Japanese listener responses from awareness-raising in explicit instructions.  

 

 

2 Listener Response Behavior  

 

When speaking Japanese, native speakers of English may come across as inattentive or may even 

come across as rude or unable to understand Japanese partially due to the fact they lack the high 

degree of reciprocity found in Japanese speakers’ behaviors (Szatrowski, 2000). This arises from 

English speakers’ lack of pragmatic-competence in Japanese to tune in with their interlocutor’s 

utterances responding with appropriate uses of non-verbal (eye gaze, head nods, gestures) and 

verbal listener responses such as uh huh in English and un ‘yes’ and hai ‘yes’ in Japanese, all of 

which accomplish organizational functions in conversations (Schegloff, 1982; Goodwin, 1986). 

These listener responses have been referred to by a variety of terms, such as, continuers (Schegloff, 

1982), reactive tokens (Clancy et al., 1996), and reactive expressions (Tanaka, 2013). Originally, 

Yngve (1970) coined the term backchannel to indicate that there are two channels: one is the main 

channel, where the main message is conveyed through speaking, and channel number two, is 

known as the back-channel, which is often appropriated by the listener providing responses. This 

definition has been used by many scholars in different ways and, depending on the theoretical 

framework deployed, it also captures different mechanics and functions employed in conjunction 

with the act of backchanneling.  

Previous researchers have shown that on the whole, Japanese speakers nod and provide a 

variety of verbal feedback (reactive token) at a higher frequency (Maynard, 1990, 1986; Clancy et 

al., 1996; Kita. S & Ide. S, 2007; among others) and also with a wider variety of functions than 

English speakers do (Maynard, 1990, 1993; Clancy et al., 1996; Kita & Ide, 2007; Kogure, 2007; 

Hatasa 2007). These findings suggest that listener responses deployed in English speakers of 

Japanese practice may also be projected into their classroom practice while speaking Japanese.  

 

2.1    Japanese Backchanneling 

 

In Japanese conversations, the term aizuchi is used to indicate short utterances by the listener, and 

is sometimes used interchangeably to reference backchannel. Aizuchi incorporates functions that 

show support to the turn-holder establishing a mutual rapport and alignment (Iwai, 2010). Above 

all else, the term aizuchi captures the sociocultural aspect of omoiyari (consideration and 

emotional support for others) (Lebra, 1976) in Japanese everyday life through demonstrating 
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attentive listening and providing frequent feedback to the interlocutor. According to Kita & Ide 

(2007), the origin of the word, aizuchi, is a technical term derived from traditional sword making. 

It describes the assistant’s big hammer blow following in unison with his master to physically 

shape the sword. Metaphorically speaking then, it refers to rhythmic coordination of the feedback 

a listener provides in the interlocutor’s talk, putting an emphasis on mutual coordination, bringing 

us back to the concept of omoiyari, a display of empathy (Lebra, 1976; Tanaka, 2004; Kita & Ide, 

2007).  

As briefly mentioned before, Japanese use a variety of verbal and non-verbal listener 

responses in conversations (Ohta 1985). Iwasaki (1997) posits that backchannel can sometimes 

function as a complex phenomenon called the ‘loop sequence’ and is a consequence of the 

Japanese speakers’ preference towards mutual dependency. This concept transfers the speakerhood 

(Iwasaki, 1997; Yoshimi, 1997) through negotiation, which gives space to participants to gain 

access to the floor by using backchanneling tokens by the listener (Saft, 2007), and these are 

categorized into three different groups: 1) non-lexical (nn, ee, a:, he1, etc.), which can mark uptake, 

2) phrasal (honto? ‘Really?’ Soo desu ka ‘is that so; I see’, naruhodo ‘I understand’), which can 

be counted as reactive tokens (Clancy et al., 1996), and, 3) substantive (any form of a sentence), 

which can be considered as uptake markers. Many researchers have studied the functions of aizuchi 

(Hatasa, 2007; Maynard, 1989; Mizutani, 1988; among others) all have found that aizuchi has a 

variety of functions. The functions of aizuchi are not absolute, and can vary depending on its usage. 

Maynard (1993) identified these six categories: (1) continuer, (2) display of understanding of 

content, (3) support and empathy toward the speaker, (4) agreement, (5) strong emotional 

responses, and (6) minor additions, corrections, or requests for information.  

Clancy et al. (1996) posits the term reactive tokens, “a short utterance produced by an 

interlocutor who is playing a listener’s role during the other interlocutor’s speakership” (p.355). 

Clancy et al. looked at the distribution and frequency of reactive tokens across languages: between 

English, Japanese, and Mandarin. Similar to Clancy et al. (1996), Kita & Ide (2007) also found 

that the backchannel was produced more frequently in Japanese compared to English, and the 

functions as well as the placement demonstrate different expectations. This tells us that between 

languages, the use of backchanneling (Yngve, 1970) behavior varies with regards to a speaker’s 

language socialization, and in the context of English speakers with a Japanese listener, this may 

come across as interruptive (Ikeda, 2004). Clancy et al.’s (1996) term expresses listenership where 

through the use of RT, the listener informs the speaker that his or her message has been received, 

understood, agreed to and/or has caused a certain effect, which behaves differently than negotiating 

the speakerhood as Iwasaki (1997) puts it.  

With regards to where these listener responses occur, Japanese listeners in a conversation 

tend to respond with aizuchi at a Transitional Relevant Place (TRP) (Sacks et al., 1974), and in 

major clause juncture positions (Kita & Ide 2007), meaning they fall near a clause boundary, such 

as kedo ‘but; though’, kara ‘so; because’, etc., and also at pauses (Maynard 1987; Mizutani, 1988; 

Kita & Ide, 2007). In addition to this, aizuchi can also occur in overlapping talk outside non-TRP 

places (Ikeda; 2004), which enables a speaker to gain access to “full listenership in Japanese” (p. 

34). Backchannelling in overlapping talk highlights the sociocultural aspect of empathy (Lebra, 

1976), and as Kita & Ide (2007) define it, a type of emotional support to the floor-holder.  

 

                                                 
1 nn, ee, a:, he (all of these are agreement markers are equivalent to the ‘yeah’, ‘uh huh’ in English). 
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2.2 English Backchanneling 

 

As presented above, the use of listener responses is present in both English and Japanese, and the 

function and performance of these varies across the two languages (Miller, 1991; Clancy et al., 

1996). For example, the expectation of Japanese backchanneling is different from English 

backchanneling (Maynard, 1989; White, 1989; Clancy et al., 1996). While L1 English-speaking 

interlocutors may give their full attention to another English speaker, this behavior may be viewed 

as inattentive and can even come across as overbearing by Japanese native speakers (Szatrowski, 

2000). This is because in Japanese discourse when an overlapping listener response is expected, 

and the speaker is met with silence, it implies disalignment and/or disagreement with the speaker 

(Ikeda, 2004).  

In Japanese, the use of reactive tokens displays deference allowing or encouraging the 

speaker to proceed with the turn in progress (Kita and Ide, 2007; Tanaka, 2004), and is considered 

polite because they cannot be heard as an attempt to take over the turn. As Saft (2007) states, 

Japanese interlocutors prefer an interaction style in conversation to emphasize the ongoing 

maintenance of harmony, and through the use of backchannelling, they achieve a sense of 

solidarity. In English however, although overlapping response does exist, they do however seem 

to violate the one speaker at a time rule (Sacks et al., 1974) which is to avoid overlapping talk, and 

by producing a response token it can be interpreted as sounding impolite (Norrick, 2004). 

According to Clancy (1996), American English speakers tend to use reactive tokens at the end of 

clauses at a grammatical completion point (Ward & Tsukahara, 2000) with devices such as mhmm, 

yeah, uh huh (White, 1986), which is different from Japanese.  

 
2.3 Non-verbal behavior  

 

These are only aspects of verbal behavior discussed above. We also have to consider the 

importance of non-verbal listener behavior in conversations and how this displays consideration 

for others. According to Maynard, “head movement is a significant social sign which provides yet 

another piece of information for the participant’s contextual interpretation” (1989, p.191). This 

means that head movements in conversations are not arbitrary, but instead, they connote some 

form of communicative function to conversation partners. In terms of listenership, the head 

movement indicates to the speaker that the listener is in fact listening to the on-going dialogue and 

provides minimal responses as a form of recipiency. However, this head movement is not only 

limited to listeners as the speaker themselves can also provide head nods for a variety of different 

functions2. For this paper however, the head nods that will be assessed will only focus on what 

was covered in the interventions – head nods as continuers and affirmation for mutuality.  

Maintenance of eye gaze is yet another non-verbal behavior that displays listenership. 

Research on gaze in English (Goodwin, 1980) contexts suggests English-speaking listeners use 

gaze to create alignment in conversations, and also holds the listener accountable if the listener 

does not return their gaze to the speaker (Szatrowski, 2000). Eye gaze in Japanese conversations 

is limited, and only a few researchers have covered this. According to Szatrowski (2000), Kunihiro 

(1977) and Nishihara (1995) claimed that Japanese speakers make less eye contact because direct 

eye contact with a person of higher social status is considered impolite, but tend to engage eye 

                                                 
2 Head nods, especially ones that appear at the end of a grammatical unit, can function as an agreement seeker (Kita 

& Ide, 2007) and can elicit response from the listener. Also, simultaneous head nods can be a sign of affect (Maynard, 

1987, Kita & Ide, 2007) to establish positive feeling among the participants.  
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contact towards the end of an utterance. They also found that eye gaze is reverted back to the 

listener when performing aizuchi “at a high percentage of the time” (Szatrowski, 2000: 284). These 

cross-linguistic differences however are not explicitly taught in the current University of Hawaiʻi 

at Mānoa (UHM) curriculum, the Musubi textbook, and raising the awareness to the understanding 

of these can potentially mediate cross-cultural communication and an increase cultural pragmatic 

competency. 

 

2.4 Noticing and explicit instruction 

 

Without the noticing (Schmidt, 1993) of the cross-cultural differences in the behavior of listener 

responses in Japanese and English, learners may display misunderstanding due to influence of their 

L1 practices (Szatrowski, 2000). The sociocultural aspect in Japanese culture has shown that 

Japanese conversation puts emphasis on mutual coordination and social bonds (Kita & Ide, 2007) 

and by raising the awareness of these features to learners, this study hopes to help learners navigate 

these cross-linguistic differences in the use of aizuchi. However, simply raising the awareness does 

not necessarily facilitate a learner’s use of the target item, but also requires explicit instruction. As 

Taguchi (2009) explained, “mere exposure to the target feature is not enough” (p. 352), awareness 

raising should go hand-in-hand with explicit instruction if the goal is learner acquisition of L2 

pragmatics. Previous literature has demonstrated how learners benefitted from explicit pragmatic-

focused instruction (Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; Ishida. K, 2009; Tateyama; 2001; Yoshimi, 2001) 

alongside raising the awareness of pragmatic practices. As learners have been shown to be 

sensitive to pragmatic information conveyed through classroom discourse (Ohta, 1999), with this 

in mind, this study seeks to employ the notion of noticing (Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; Schmidt, 

1993) of the functions of sociopragmatics of verbal and non-verbal listener responses through the 

use of explicit instruction (Ishida. K, 2009; Taguchi, 2009; Tateyama; 2001; Yoshimi, 2001).  

 

 
3 Methods 

 

3.1 Objectives and Research Questions 

 

This study will focus primarily on the listener’s use of head nods, and reactive tokens (Clancy et 

al., 1996) that demonstrates an attentive collaborative listener. Because the full range of listener 

responses is too big to cover for this paper, the primary function(s) of the listener behaviors that I 

will examine will be continuers (Schegloff, 1982) and emotional support (Lebra, 1976; Maynard, 

1986; Kita & Ide, 2007). As previously mentioned in the literature review, there are areas where 

L1 English learners of Japanese may not produce listener responses and may come across 

unnatural to a native speaker of Japanese (Szatrowski, 2000), or even may occur where they are 

least expected in the target language (Clancy et al., 1996; Hatasa 2007; Maynard, 1990). This can 

also be said if a native speaker of Japanese produces listener responses while communicating in 

English as their constant listener feedback comes across as a noise disturbance (Ikeda, 2004). 

Therefore, the function of listener responses may be blurred to L1 English learners of Japanese. 

With this potential for cross cultural miscommunication (Gumperz, 1970) in mind, this study will 

explore how supporting learners’ noticing of Japanese listener behaviors may enable learners to 

perform such complex behaviors after explicit instructional treatment. This paper will address the 

following question: 
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1) To what extent does explicit instructional treatment increase the production and usage 

of Japanese listener responses measured by frequency and usage in appropriate 

placement by learners.  

 
3.2 Context of study  

 

The participants for this study consist of learners who are studying at the UHM at the beginning 

level first semester of Japanese. Various resources are available to these learners with regards to 

how native Japanese speakers interact and what features of the language are considered to be 

appropriate or not, and this includes: their textbook, Musubi, and audio files online, as well as daily 

Moodle homework, which is an online platform for language teaching and learning. Although these 

aspects of Japanese appropriateness are provided in the curriculum, specific instructions on the use 

of listener responses such as, RT, head nods, and gaze are not present in the resources mentioned 

above.  

 

3.3 Study design and participants 

 

 For the purpose of this study, a quasi-experimental design was used. Following Taguchi’s (2009) 

recommendation of raising awareness with explicit instruction, this study uses a pre-test/post-

test/delayed post-test model administered to an experimental group (EG) and a control group (CG). 

Participants were learners who are enrolled at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa studying 

Japanese at an elementary level consisting of 23 adult learners. Participants in the EG (n=15) were 

exposed to explicit instructions in a 9-week timeframe as part of their 16-week-long introductory 

Japanese course, and the CG (n=8) participants were following the standard syllabus throughout 

this period, all of which during regular class hours for both groups. All participants provided 

information about their prior understanding of listener responses and behaviors in Japanese using 

a questionnaire administered pretreatment. Within the 9-week period, learners in the EG were 

exposed to treatments comprised of four interventions in addition to explicit instructions 

throughout the 9-week serving as a noticing (Schmidt, 1993) component to Japanese listener 

behavior. This study will focus on RT un ‘yes’, hai ‘yes’ (Ishida. H, 2006) and head nods as 

continuers and display of alignment. I defined head nods and RT surfacing near a clause juncture 

(Kita & Ide, 2007), and also pauses (Mizutani, 1988) at TRP to be a listener response to function 

as a continuer (Schegloff, 1982; Kita & Ide, 2007), and tokens at non-TRP to be an affective 

display consideration (Lebra, 1976; Miller, 1991; Kita & Ide, 2007).  

 The instructor of the EG is a non-native speaker of Japanese, and therefore used native 

Japanese speaker video data on YouTube as a native speaker model to raise awareness to listener 

behavior. Further to this, accuracy of analysis may also be bias or incorrect from a non-native 

speaker of Japanese. Therefore, to control for this, the researcher of this study requested assistance 

from a native Japanese speaker as a validity check in order to accurately analyze for listenership 

behavior, and discussed whether learners’ use of RT and head nods were appropriate in a Japanese 

context.  
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3.4 Procedure 

 

3.4.1 Pre-test/survey, post-test/survey and delayed post-test 

 

Prior to beginning the treatments, a baseline survey (Appendix A) was administered to assess 

learners’ prior understanding of listener responses as well as behaviors, and to see if there were 

any changes after the 9-week study. The post-survey, which was administered after the post-test, 

uses the same questionnaire as the pre-survey to assess if changes were evident in learners’ 

awareness to Japanese listenership. This was then followed with a pre/post-test data collection, all 

conducted where the class was hosted. The pre-test and post-test consisted of learners recording 

themselves with a conversation partner, each with a PowerPoint (PPT) presentation dialogue 

activity (reproduced in Appendix F). Learners were given sufficient time to practice prior to 

recording to allow familiarity with new textbook content before proceeding to record. Both the EG 

and CG carried out the same activity, which meant that both groups were in congruence with the 

standard syllabus schedule in Musubi.  

Towards the end of the study, similar to the pre-test, the post-test utilized a PPT 

presentation to practice dialogue. However, a new dialog was used (See Appendix G) for this phase. 

To further analyze whether learners have retained awareness of the instructional content, a delayed 

post-test was administered to see if any changes occurred in the production of head nods and RTs 

from their post-test data. The delayed post-test was administered a week after the post-test without 

any further explicit instructions in between, and again, a new PPT presentation (Appendix H) was 

used. 

 

3.4.2 Interventions 

 

As briefly stated, the interventions consisted of 4 instructional interventions. These interventions 

comprised of noticing activities, some of which consisted of viewing selections from Terrace 

House, a Japanese reality show. The target for these items is on head nods (instrument 1: Appendix 

B), reactive tokens (instrument 2&3: Appendix C&D - respectively) as well as its timing and 

frequency (instrument 4: Appendix E), and were only administered to the EG. 

The first intervention focused on interactional behavior in English as an initial phase. 

Learners were asked to get into groups and carry out a conversation in English, which was followed 

by class discussion. This was then transitioned into an analysis of a YouTube video clip of Terrace 

House, solely focusing on gaze and head nods. This intervention seeks to raise the learners’ 

awareness to the cross-cultural differences between English and Japanese listening behavior at a 

base level.  

This was followed by the second intervention (Appendix C), which focused on the use of 

RT. Learners were provided a transcript of another Terrace House video and were asked to insert 

where they hear native speakers produce RTs into the transcript provided to them. They were also 

instructed to pay attention to the dynamics between speaker and listener, and to attend to what the 

listener is doing when listening to the speaker. To conclude this activity, learners and the instructor 

engaged in a class discussion in identifying what learners have noticed. This activity was designed 

to raise learners’ awareness of head nods as well as RTs, with frequency and timing in mind, and 

a classroom discussion identified targets for this noticing (Schmidt, 1993).  

The third intervention (Appendix D) focused on un ‘yes’ and hai ’yes’. Although both are 

considered to have the same function (Angles et al., 2000; Togashi, 2002). This intervention was 
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used to raise the awareness around the notion of style and addressee encompassing the usage of un 

and hai with regards to the relationship of the speaker and the listener. And finally, the fourth 

intervention (Appendix E) is similar to the second intervention, whereby learners were asked to 

identify where reactive tokens occur and were made aware that they are often deployed at/or 

towards a TRP (Sacks et al., 1974). The goal of this intervention is for learners to become aware 

of the deployment of RT at appropriate places as well as uptake markers to signal listenership 

displayed by the interlocutors in the video.  

The order of the study design is: 1) pre-survey, 2) pre-test, 3) intervention #one, 4) 

intervention #two, 5) intervention #three, 6) intervention #four, 7) post-test, 8) post-survey, 9) 

delayed post-test. 

 

3.4.3 Transcription Conventions 

 

The following study will adopt the Jefferson (2004) transcription system with a few additional 

supplements to the transcription style; mainly to include eye gaze and head nods, which are not 

included in the main framework of Jefferson’s system.  

Implementing a multimodal transcription convention, I will adopt the system Goodwin 

(1980) used in his study to transcribe eye gaze for mutual achievement in pauses and restarts. The 

following example will illustrate the style of transcription I will adopt in my transcription.  
 

Fig. 1 – Eye gaze transcription  

(10) 

1 Ethyl:  so they st- their classes start around 

2 Barbara.              . . . . . [x_______________ 

3 Ethyl:  (0.2) in 

4 Barbara:   _____ 

(Goodwin, 1980) 
 

 

  

The x connected with the open bracket in the transcription indicates the moment where 

the recipient’s eye gaze reaches the speaker. The solid line that follows the marked ‘x’ is to indicate 

the recipient’s ongoing gaze onto towards the speaker. In the case where the line is absent, this 

will indicate the listener is no longer orienting to eye gaze towards the speaker and is directed 

elsewhere. The series of dots prior to the marked ‘[x’ will indicate the listener’s movement towards 

bringing their eye gaze towards the speaker. I also created my own strategy to denote the speaker’s 

eye gaze within the transcript as capturing the full picture throughout the transcript is important. 

This is marked by     (grey shade) so it has more accuracy marking the engagement and 

disengagement of gaze. For head nod, I will be adopting from Whitehead’s (2011) head movement 

transcription system, which uses () together to indicate the occurrence of head nods within a 

single lexical item. 

Putting the head nod and eye gaze transcription together, each turn will be represented with 

two lines. Line one will be the speaker’s utterance. Line two will indicate the eye gaze from the 

listener. In the case where a listener deploys a head nod, this will also be indicated on the same 

line. Therefore, each turn is represented by two lines. Piecing these conventions together, I will 

look at 1) where head nods occur, 2) where minimal RTs occur, and 3) when learners engage and 

disengage eye gaze. 
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4 Data Analysis  

 

4.1 Pre-Test Data 

 

To answer the research question, To what extent does explicit instructional treatment increase the 

production and usage of Japanese listener responses measured by frequency and usage in 

appropriate placement by learners – the pre-test was administered to both groups to establish a 

baseline for their current listener behavior practices. The data analyzed in this section looks at 

learners and their production of listener behaviors prior to instructional practices. Data collection 

is coded by frequency of occurrence for head nods and RTs for each participant group to examine 

learners’ initial status with regards to Japanese listener behavior. The distribution of instances of 

RTs and head nods for all participants in both groups is represented in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Pre-Test Data: occurrences of reactive tokens and head nods (n=number of students) 

 

Group      Reactive tokens              Head nods     
at TRP // non-TRP                      TRP // non-TRP                    

                                   Un,hai                                                                       

                 

EG (n=14)             0 // 0                   1 (n =1) // 9 (n =5)  

CG (n=8)                  0 // 0                 3 (n =1*) // 4 (n =1*)   

 

 Both groups indicated no knowledge of RTs, or at least not aware of how they are used as 

represented by the figure 0. This indicates that the practice of using RTs in Japanese is still a foreign 

concept, something that is expected for classes of beginning learners. Interestingly, although there 

were no RTs deployed, there were however, instances of head nod. These head nods occurred 

occasionally in both the EG and CG, which suggest the practice of head nodding is something that 

learners are already aware of, or potentially, something that is transferred from their L1 practices. 

As represented, there were several learners (n=5) who were able to utilize head nods; in contrast, 

only one learner demonstrated this within the CG. This suggests that learners in the EG are already 

attuned in a way that CG learners are not, which can explain the difference in head nod occurrences 

across learners in their respective groups.  

  

4.1.1 Experimental Group Pre-test 

 

Within the EG group, there were a total of 10 (n=6) head nod occurrences, one of which is 

deployed at a TRP. Excerpt 1 illustrates the head nod at the TRP. Prior to this excerpt, Wendy 

was telling Moe where she works, and in line 1, Moe acknowledges the new information and 

gives a positive comment ii desu ne ‘that sounds good’.3 

 

Excerpt 1 – Learner’s Use of Head Nods (EG): pre-instructional 

 1 Moe:  a,  soo   desu  ka:  ii  desu  ne! 

     oh     that      COP      Q       good    COP     IP 

                                                 
3 Gloss abbreviations follow Leipzig Glossing conventions. See the appendix for further list of abbreviations. 
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 Wendy:                                           ___________ 

    Oh is that so?  That’s good 

2 Wendy: .h  er:  chotto  
          er  a.little 

 Moe:  ____________ 
    Er: not that good 

 
3   (2.2) 

 
  4 Wendy: tanoshii desu kedo:: tsumarana-  oh  tokidoki  
    fun             COP      but       boring        oh  sometimes 

 Moe:  (h)..[x＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

    It’s fun but it’s bori- sometimes  

 
5 Wendy: tsumaranai desu 

    boring                    COP 

 Moe:  __________________ 
    It’s boring 

 

In line 1, we can see a series of head nods occurring where Moe is taking up her listener 

behavior response to Wendy’s production while also maintaining high level of engagement with 

eye gaze, which is also notably present in the excerpt. This gaze however is disengaged towards 

the end of the turn in anticipation of one’s own next turn. Interestingly, the gaze expectancy is 

opposite to what Japanese gaze practices are where Japanese speakers reengage gaze towards the 

end of a turn (Szatrwoski, 2000). It is suggested that multiple head nods is a behavior exhibited by 

learners of Japanese, (Hanzawa, 2012). Hanzawa proposes that this head nod behavior in learners 

is consistent with Scollon’s (1982) notion of rhythmic ensemble, namely, a co-participatory head 

nod occurrence in an interaction between the speaker and listener. Thus, the consecutive head nods 

may be transferred from their L1 rhythmic behaviors (Scollon, 1982). 

After initiating her uptake of assessment in line 2 to show her listenership, there is a 2.2 

second pause. During this time, Wendy is not looking at her conversation partner, but rather, is 

looking elsewhere assuming a word searching position (Hayashi, 2003; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009; 

Hasegawa, 2017). We can see prior to her word search, she disengages her gaze as the listener 

approaching a TRP in line 1, but reengages her gaze when she finishes her search and delivers her 

reply “tanoshii desu kedo tsumarana- oh toki doki…” ‘it’s fun but it’s bori- sometimes boring’ in 

line 4. As the listener, she also provides multiple head nods at the clause juncture (Horiguchi, 

1997) kedo:: ‘but’, to indicate her listenership, which is a behavior, as previously stated, observed 

by native English learners. The results here show that learners use of interactional behavior 

remains consistent with their L1 practices and although they produce listener responses, they are 

placed in ways that suggest they are practices influenced by L1 English.  

 

4.1.2 Control Group Pre-test 

 

As previously stated, there was only one learner who successfully deployed head nods in the pre-

test. All other seven learners, however, did not show any signs of listener responses, and also 
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oriented to the script presented on the screen without looking at their conversation partner. One 

learner in this group shows us a contrast to this outlook. In the following excerpt, I will show 

depiction of the head nods of Zac4, the only learner who deployed these interactional listener 

behaviors. Excerpt 2 begins with Mao acknowledging Zac’s new told information about his part 

time job.  

 

Excerpt 2 - Learner’s Use of Head Nods (CG): pre-instructional 

 1 Mao: ah: ahh:  ah (.)  s-soo desu  ka?  
    oh  ahh    ah        s- that  COP    Q 

  Zac:      ...[x_______                  
        Ah ahh ah I see 

 
 2 Mao: a- doo(.) doo (.) uh doo des- doo  desu  ka? 
    a-   how     how      uh  how   COP- how       COP       Q 

  Zac:                                                     

    A— how(.) how (.) uh how is- how is it? 

 
  (omitted)  

 

 3 Mao: ah: soo desu ne (.h)  err  n-  err nanji-  nanji  
     ah       that      COP      IP                 err      n   err what.time  what.time 

  Zac: __                       

    Aa  I agree* err  err what time- what   

  
 4 Mao:  nanji  ni:? 
    what.time DAT 

  Zac:  
      What time? 

 
 5 Mao: nanji     ni    er (h)  nanji     ni    er-  des- (h)  desu ka  
    what.time   DAT    er          what.time DAT    er       COP             COP       Q 

  Zac:                  

    What time er (h) what time is er- (h) is it? 

 
 Excerpt 2 demonstrates that head nod occurred in several areas: line 1, line 2, line 3, and 

line 5. Line 1 demonstrates that Zac provides a head nod towards a grammatical completion point, 

an area which is preferred by English speakers, which is consistent with Sacks et al. (1974) notion 

of one person holding the floor at a time sequence. In addition to this, there are two instances where 

head nod appears in word repetition areas such as in line 2, where Mao is trying to reproduce soo 

desu ka ‘is that so’, and line 5, trying to reproduce nanji desu ka ‘what time is it?’. Prior to the 

repetitions found in line 2, Zac informs Mao how his part-time job is. Zac then produces another 

head nod in line 3 reaffirming his previous head nods. These multiple listener head nods signal to 

the speaker his display of understanding (Maynard, 1993; Mori & Yanagimachi, 2015) of utterance 

currently being produced by Mao and showing supportive behavior. We can see again in line 2 & 

                                                 
4 Zac was in two of the video recordings as there were an odd number of learners participating in this study at the pre-

test stage. Numbers then became even when a participant dropped out of the study.  
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5 where multiple head nods occur where Zac is encouraging Mao that she is on the right track, and 

Zac’s head nods are following Mao’s talk. This co-occurs with Mao’s disfluency to a certain extent, 

and shows that learners’ behaviors are consistent with L1 communicative patterns (Hanzawa, 

2012) as depicted in excerpt 1. Both learners are orienting to the PPT presentation where the script 

is provided, and as a result, we can also see the lack of visual engagement between the participants 

in this excerpt. 

 Looking at the pre-test data between the two groups, the data is very different. It is evident 

that the EG displayed greater use of head nods than what the CG displayed. The EG data suggests 

that learner sometimes break their gaze under the anticipation that their next turn is imminent and 

they need to word search (Hasegawa, 2017) to prepare for producing the next turn. Outside of 

these instances, learners in the EG maintain gaze for longer duration than learners in the CG where 

they break gaze for an extended period of time as indicated in excerpt 2. Due to this phenomenon, 

learners in the CG have very little orientation towards each other, thus displaying a lack of 

engagement through the visual channel. For participants in the CG, there is a co-occurring decrease 

in, or absence of other interactive displays of mutual engagement (eye gaze, reactive tokens), 

which suggests that the interactional positioning taken up by these learners, may result in a 

decrease in opportunity to display verbal alignment through aizuchi and uptakes as well as non-

verbal alignment through head nods.  

 

4.2 Post-Test Results 

 

After the EG was administered the interventions, learners once again recorded their dialogue with 

one of their class peers. These were then examined for productions of RTs and head nods. Table 3 

below shows the students’ usage of listener behaviors after the interventions. There was evidence 

that learners in the EG were able to deploy listener responses, which suggests that the instruction 

allowed students to process both overlapping and TRP RTs. With respect to learners in the CG 

however, not only are there no deployment of RTs, but instances of head nods also decreased to 0, 

as illustrated in Table 2. This data clearly supports the claim that learners do not pick up these 

interactional practices. EG learners showed evidence of listener responses to a certain degree, 

exhibiting behaviors that were part of the explicit instructions. This however, is not consistent 

among all the participants, and only 4 learners (as indicated in Table 2) deployed RTs at TRP and 

4 other learners5 deployed RTs at non-TRP, which means that learners not represented in the EG 

may find this practice abstract and difficult to understand or have certain cognitive overload.  

 

 

Table 2: Post-Test Data: occurrences of reactive tokens and head nods 

 

Group      Reactive tokens              Head nods     
at TRP // non-TRP                      TRP // non-TRP                    

                                   Un,hai                                                                        

                   

EG (n=12)     8 (n =4) // 6 (n =4)                 10 (n =6) // 5 (n =4)   

CG (n=8)                  0 // 0                      0 // 0   

 

                                                 
5  Deployment of RTs and head nods will be represented in table 4 for experimental group and table 5 for control 

group.  
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4.2.1 Experimental Group (Post-Test) 

 

The following is an example of learners’ production of both head nods and RTs at a possible TRP 

(Sacks et al., 1974) occupied with toka ‘and the like’. Toka is considered a TRP in this dialog due 

to the falling prosodic feature in learners’ production, and the potential pragmatic completion point 

it serves as. Immediately prior to this excerpt, Fern initiated the conversation asking Lili where to 

go for dinner (after agreeing to go out for dinner) and asking what Fern likes to eat in line 2. 

 

Excerpt 3 - Head nods and reactive tokens at TRP (EG) 

1 Fern:  = a  [a soo 
     a  a   that 

  Lili:     ___________ 
     Oh I see 

 
2 Lili:     [fern-san, nani  ga    dai suki  desu 
       (name)       what    NOM     like.a.lot    COP 

  Fern:   _______________________________ 
      What (food) do you like, Fern? 

      
3  Fern:  <ee>to 
     hmm 

  Lili:     ______  
        Erm 

 
4 Lili:  ee 
    yeah 

  Fern: 
     Yeah 

 
  5 Fern: eeto  ramen toka, yakisoba [  toka, :    [(0.9) a-  eeto  
    hmm    ramen or         yakisoba           or                     a    hmm 

  Lili:     _________________                         … [X__________ 
     Erm, things like ramen, yakisoba a- erm  

                     [un       [un 
                RT    RT 

 

6 Fern:   sorekara   katsu ga    daisuki  desu 
    and.then          katsu    NOM       like.a.lot     COP 

  Lili: ______________________________   
     I also really like katsu 

 

 Excerpt 5 displays an example where learners were able to deploy usages of RTs and head 

nods in areas where they were taught. In line 3, Fern takes a moment to think of his response 

indicated by the drawn out ee (< >) in ‘eeto’ ‘hmm’ as well as his disengagement of eye gaze to a 
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word search position. Lili indicated her attentiveness and willingness to wait in line 4 by 

responding with a short utterance ee ‘yes’. Fern then produces his response to Lili’s question from 

line 2, stating what he likes using the non-exhaustive listing particle ‘toka’ ‘and the like’. Within 

the same line, we can see Lili’s production of un ‘yeah’ in congruence with head nods to establish 

her listenership and understanding without disrupting the primary speaker, Fern. What is also 

worthy to mention, is how even though there are two TRPs in Fern’s production in line 9, only one 

of them elicits a listener response from Lili (the latter ‘un ‘yes’). The other RT comes after 

yakisoba ‘fried noodles’. Prior to this utterance yakisoba ‘fried noodles’ in line 9, Lili disengages 

her gaze from the speaker, but all the while maintaining listenership by responding with a RT and 

also providing a head nod, which is also a behavior found in Japanese natives (Szatrowski, 2000). 

During this time, Lili was not looking at her partner, nor was she looking at the script provided 

(textbook nor screen), although she maintained limited gaze engagement through peripheral vision. 

After producing the first RT, Lili then resumes eye gaze back to Fern and responds to his utterance 

with a head nod and RT a second time at a TRP, with her gaze reengaged back to the speaker. 

Learners were taught that TRPs and pauses are high salient areas where listener responses tend to 

occur. Lili only applied it to one of the possible TRP (in line 9), which meant her other listener 

response was deployed in a non-TRP area (Kita & Ide, 2007), which is a sign of “emotional support” 

(p. 1244), a listener response placement that was made aware to learners with intervention 2 

(appendix C), or L1 effects on L2.  

 Lili’s performance in the post-test data suggests that she has become aware of listener 

responses and has begun to practice use of resources that made them a became a collaborative 

interlocutor. If we compare this data with the pre-test (later introduced in table 4), no learners 

produced RTs, and in particular, Lili did not produce any head nods neither. However, in the post-

test data, Lili was able to deploy both the explicitly taught items. This showed that Lili displayed 

interactional engagement and is benefitting from the explicit instructional components of this study. 

However, there is not enough evidence to argue that the interventions worked entirely as not all 

learners were able to display this behavior collectively.  

There is one point that can be understood from the example presented above. Although 

learners are displaying an increase in use of head nods and RTs, these behaviors are not always co-

occurring with eye gaze, a behavior that tends to be absent in Japanese behavior. This shows that 

performing all three behaviors in one collective space is difficult for learners in a foreign language 

classroom, and that carrying out the task at hand is demanding for them to perform something new 

to their current repertoire.  

 

4.2.2 Control group (Post-Test) 

 

CG learners carried out the same task as the EG, and they were also provided the same script 

(appendix G). Learners’ performance was very similar to their pre-test data; a majority of learners 

oriented their gaze at the script rather than their conversation partner, performed no RTs nor head 

nods, and also oriented little to eye gaze. The data suggests that learners in the CG, who did not 

receive any explicit instruction to listener responses show no evidence of awareness of the 

behaviors nor any orientation to the notion of being an active listener. Among the dyads in the CG, 

two of the four groups heavily relied on the PPT (appendix G) to carry out the task. One group 

primarily used the textbook, and the remaining groups frequently disengaged gaze, but showed 

signs of eye gaze with their conversation partners, which shows signs of improvement from their 

pre-test where eye gaze with their partners was close to none.  
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To illustrate this point, below is an excerpt where learners in the CG did not produce any 

RTs nor head nods, but made improvement with gaze. Prior to this excerpt, Lyn asked Sara what 

food shall they eat for dinner, and with Sara responding with anything is fine. Using what is 

represented on the script, the following ensues: 

 

Excerpt 4 (CG) Orienting to listener behavior (eye gaze) 

 1  Sara:  lyn san  wa   nani:  ga   suki  des  su  ka? 
           (name)       TOP     what    NOM   like      COP     su   Q 

Lyn:  
       What do you like (to eat), Lyn? 

 
 2  Lyn:   soo desu ne.  watashi wa   nihon  ryoori  toka:  
       that     COP      IP        I                     TOP      Japan  cuisine or 

Sara:  ___           …[x_ …[X_______________________   
          Let’s see, i like things like Japanese cuisine, or 

 
 3  Lyn:  kankoku ryoori toka:  chuukan*6 (.) toka.  mo  suki desu  
       Korean      cuisine or         Chinese            or        also   like      COP        

Sara: …[x______________________________________________ 
       Things like Korean, and I also like Chinese cuisine  

 
 4  Sara:  aa nihon ryoori ii    desu ne. watashi mo  daisuki  desu 

       aa   Japan   cuisine good  COP       IP    I                   also  like.a.lot    COP 

Lyn: 
      Ah, Japanese is nice. I also like Japanese cuisine. 

 
In excerpt 6, Sara maintains eye contact with Lyn for most of the time she takes the listener 

role in line 1. Sara produces the first line of the script nani ga suki des su ka? ‘what do you like?’. 

Towards the end of her utterance, she orients eye gaze to Lyn on ka (a question case marker), and 

also frequently orients and disengages gaze towards the conversation partner as shown in line 2. 

By line 3 however, she maintains eye gaze as a listener, up until the TRP towards the end of Lyn’s 

utterance. In line 3, there are two possible TRPs (toka ‘and the like’) where a listener may insert a 

RT or head nod to signal his or her listenership, and although Sara maintained eye gaze with the 

speaker, she did not produce a head nod nor a RT at the possible TRP.  

By this phase, certain CG learners made some improvement with the direction of their eye 

gaze without explicit instruction (two of the four groups). This could potentially mean that learners 

grew accustomed to the task they have been instructed to carry out, which gave them space to align 

with the speaker (Goodwin 1980; Aoki 2008) through the visual channel. However, for learners 

who are not orienting to eye gaze, they are staring at their textbooks and at the board in order to 

produce the dialogue. This could imply that if learners are not informed of the engaged listener 

behaviors and are not pushed to deploy them while interacting with a conversation partner, rather 

than using what is presented as a model to guide their interaction, they will remain focused on the 

pedagogical tools provided and the focus of the activity will implicitly be pedagogically accurate 

by reading the script. This orientation to script behavior may have also contributed to the lack of 

production of RTs and head nods across learners in the group. 

                                                 
6 Student misspoke the word for “Chinese cuisine” with chuukan, as opposed to chuuka. 
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4.3 Delayed Post-Test Results 

 

After a week of no practice regarding Japanese listener behavior, a delayed post-test was 

administered to examine whether the performance of learners demonstrated in their pre/post-test 

had changed, and also to see whether learners retained their awareness to listener responses. 

Production of RTs and head nods in this phase remained fairly consistent with the post-test data; 

RTs co-occurred with head nods at TRPs, and were also appearing at non-TRPs for EG participants. 

Frequency of production remained consistent; there was a decrease of use with RTs at TRP, but 

an increase – twice as much production – at non-TRP in the delated test-phase. With head nods, 

there was also a decrease at TRP by 1 token, and again, an increase – three times as much – at non-

TRPs. With learners in the CG, RTs were not at the same stage as the EG. However, having no 

explicit instruction to listener responses nor any awareness-raising components from the standard 

syllabus, there was one example of head nod produced by a learner in the CG.  

 

Table 3: Delayed Post-Test Data: Longitudinal comparison  

 

Group     Reactive tokens              Head nods     
at TRP // non-TRP                      TRP // non-TRP                    

                                   Un,hai                                                                      

                 

EG (n=14)             0 // 0                   1 (n =2) // 9 (n =5)   

Pre 

CG (n=8)                  0 // 0                  3 (n =1) // 4 (n =1)  

 

EG (n=12)     8 (n =4) // 6 (n =4)                 10 (n =6) // 5 (n =4)   

Post 

CG (n=8)                  0 // 0                           0 // 0   

 

EG (n=14)     6 (n =4) // 12 (n =6)                 9 (n =5) // 17 (n =6)   

Delayed 

CG (n=6)                  0 // 0                        1 // 0  

 

Before looking at examples I will go further in detail with the numbers of occurrences in the 

EG. I will first look at EG and examine the production and usage of RTs and head nods. Following 

this, I will look at the one example where a head nod occurred in the CG.  

 

4.3.1 Experimental Group (Delayed Post-Test) 

 

There was a total of 14 learners who participated in the delayed post-test recording, and 7 of these 

learners showed signs of gains. These learners were successful in the deployment of RTs and/or 

head nods. Interestingly, 6 of these learners worked in a pair together, which meant that the 

students who were not successful in the deployment of listener responses were working together 

in pairs, and those who were able to use listener responses were also paired with partners who 

were engaged in good listener behavior. There is however one case of a successfully RT-produced 

learner working together with a no-production learner.  
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  From these 7 learners who showed sign of gains, 4 of them showed signs of retention of 

listener behavior from their post-test phase. As for the remaining 3 learners, despite their absences 

in the post-test, production of listener responses was deployed in their delayed post-test. For 

example, Leah only showed one instance of head nod at a non-TRP in her pre-test phase, and she 

was absent in the post-test phase, so her data is not accounted for. In her delayed post-test results 

however, she had head nods in both TRP as well as non-TRP (3 instances) and also head nods at 

TRP as well as non-TRP (6 instances).  

The following excerpt demonstrates head nods and RTs were inserted in overlapping talk 

and at TRPs from one learner, Leah, who was not present in the post-test. In excerpt 5, Leah is 

responding to Marin’s response when Leah asks what food she likes. 

 

Excerpt 5 – Engaging to being a good active listener  

 1 Marin: watashi wa::  nihon royoori [toka:, kankoku ryoori 
        I                 TOP       Japan  cuisine       or         Korea  cuisine 

  Leah: ___________________________________________ 
        For me, I like things like Japanese cooking, 

                 [un  
          RT 

 

 2 Marin: toka:, (.) [ eeto  hawaii  ryoori  ga    suki  
         or                       hmm   Hawaii      cusiine       NOM    like 

  Leah:             …[x_________________________________ 
       Koreans, erm, and also Hawaii cuisine  

                      [un 
          RT 

 
 3 Marin: desu  
          COP 
  Leah:  ____ 
 

4 Leah: aa sok[ka* 
        is.that.so 

  Marin: _________ 
        Oo yeh 

 
5 Marin:          [soo  leah san  wa:? 
      yes     (name)       TOP 

  Leah:        ______________ 
           what about you, leah? 
 
 6 Leah:   ahh (.)  watashi mo:  nihon  ryoori  ga    suki  [desu 
           ahh           I                 also     Japan   cuisine NOM  like       COP 

  Marin:  ______________________________________________ 
        Ahh, I also like Japanese food 
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7 Marin:                             [ahh 

  Leah:                 ___ 
                    Ahh 

 

 8 Marin: yokatta[ (.)  ja    nihon ryoori  ni   shimashoo= 
        good.PST         then  Japan  cuisine DAT  let.us.do 

  Leah:                                                   
         I’m glad, then, shall we decide on Japanese? 
 

 Leah utilizes several head nods as well as RTs to display listenership while attending to 

Marin’s turn at talk. The first RT appears in line 1, which is also in tandem with a head nod falling 

shortly before the production of toka ‘and the like’, rather than after. Leah has maintained eye gaze 

through line 1, but disengages her gaze in line 2, all the while when Marin is continuing with her 

utterance. During this disengagement, Marin is still listing items using the particle toka ‘and the 

like’, and although Leah had disengaged her gaze from the speaker, she is able to proffer a head 

nod. After providing this head nod, she resumes gaze back at the speaker continuing to doing a 

good collaborative learner, which is then followed by a RT during a slight pause from Marin, the 

current floor-holder. Despite this small disengagement of gaze, Leah is still able to display 

attentive listenership and consideration by proffering RTs and head nods in the appropriate places 

following along the speaker’s utterance and signals her listenership utilizing these tools.  

 In line 8, Leah also provides two separate head nods, but without RTs. Head nods can also 

function as a listener response by itself (Kita & Ide, 2007), specifically, such head nods serve as 

an emotional support head nod functioning as a listener response at a non-TRP. The second head 

nod occurred at a TRP towards the end of Marin’s utterance. Leah’s pre-test data had only one 

instance of head nodding as a listener – a repeated nod occurrence - and several head nods as a 

speaker, and looking at this delayed test-phase, her head nods have become singular, a behavior 

that serves to function as a continuer in Japanese (Aoki, 2008). 

Also, according to the data, learners utilized both verbal and non-verbal listener responses 

to display higher engagement with their conversation partners, some of which were produced with 

the absence of eye gaze as represented in line 2 of the above excerpt. This however is with their 

speaker in their peripheral vision, which also aligns with one of the behaviors Szatrowski (2000) 

found in her study. This is important to note as it identifies learners’ conscious awareness to these 

listener responses and are displaying gaze behavior that is more Japanese oriented, which is not to 

hold gaze for too long with the speaker as identified by Kunihiro (1977) and Nishihara (1995) by 

Szatrowski (2000). 

 
4.3.2 Control Group (Delayed Post-Test) 

 

Performing the same task, CG learners’ results were very similar to their post-test data; there were 

instances when learners looked at the screen, the textbook, and sometimes both, but still a tendency 

to avoid gaze with their conversation partner. Although there may be a slight increase in numbers 

from the pre-test, nevertheless, learners are still not performing any listener responses in the 

delayed test phase. Out of the dyads, one learner however, produced a head nod. There were 

however, no other forms of listener responses. Rather, they followed the script presented to them, 

without teacher instruction to engage with their partners there was a lack of orientation towards 
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each other, resulting in them being less collaborative. However, there is one exception, Ana. 

Excerpt 6 illustrates this instance when this occurred.  

 

Excerpt 6 – Production of head nod by a CG learner at delayed post-test phase 

1 Ana: a  sara san  bangohan  demo?    tabemasen   ka ? 
             a    (name)      dinner            or.something   eat.NPST.NEG   Q 

  Sara:  __        …[x____                         …[x__ 
 A Sara, would you like to go eat dinner? 

 
 2 Sara:   aa  ii     desu ne. (.)  itsu  desu  ka? 
      aa   good    COP       IP          when    COP       Q 

  Ana:                              
    Aa, sounds good. when is it?               
 

3 Ana: ee: ashita   wa   doo  desu  ka? 
      ee tomorrow  TOP      how    COP       Q 

  Sara: ___  
      How does tomorrow sound? 

 
 Ana started the dialog by asking if Sara wanted to go out for dinner, and in line 2, Sara 

gives a response. Ana, as the listener, performed a head nod at a TRP suggesting to Sara to continue 

(Schegloff, 1982). The TRP is something that has been emphasized to the EG, but the CG had no 

instructional awareness to this deployment (the instructor of the CG class may have mentioned to 

the learners). Nevertheless, Ana was able to execute a head nod at appropriate placement. Albeit 

only one occurrence, the findings reported above suggest that there is a possibility that learners 

who received no explicit instructions to listener responses have the capacity to perform non-verbal 

listener responses.  

 

4.4 Learners’ use of listener responses  

 

In this section I will discuss the changes in use of listener responses in both groups that 

occurred between the pre-test to the delayed post-test.  

 

4.4.1 Experimental Group’s production 

Table 4 represents the number of tokens of reactive tokens, head nods, and uptakes used by 

learners in the experimental group throughout the semester spanning from the pre-test phase up 

until the delated post-test phase. 
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RT= Reactive tokens, HN= head nods, UT=uptake 

 

Shaded in grey are learners who displayed improvements by showing change from the pre-

test through to the delayed post-test – this is also represented by their production of uptakes 

illustrated by the increase of uptake in the table above. Notably, not all learners displayed a gradual 

improvement. Learners represented in the lower half of the table showed no signs of 

improvements; started with 0 listener responses in their pre-test, and also little to no evidence of 

production by their delayed test phase. There was a total of 6 learners from the 15 that had very 

little (or no) production of the listener behaviors explicitly taught. What was common among these 

learners were their gaze orientation; although there were signs of gaze orientation to their 

conversation partners, they made established higher orientation to textbook and PPT slides.  

  Indicated by the table above, there are 3 major outcomes from this study. Firstly, the 

number of heads increased from pre-test phase to post-test phase (1//9 to 10//5, respectively), and 

more interestingly, the head nod occurrences shift from non-TRP to TRP positions, and by the 

delayed post-test, numbers revert back to non-TRP head nods with the higher figure. Secondly, 

the number of RTs also increased from pre-test (0 instances) to post-test (14), and also a further 

increase at non-TRP in the delayed post-test with 12 occurrences. Lastly, the total number of 

uptakes in the delayed post-test results show a great increase, although the variation of uptake 

tokens did not expand, and were only limited to a ‘oh’, aa ‘ah’, a- ‘oh-’, a soo desu ka ‘is that so; 

I see’. Nevertheless, learners did increase their usage of uptake markers without assistance from 

the script, and we can see the numbers have increased in production from pre-test through to 

delayed post, but the position of head nods and RTs varied from TRP and non-TRP and were not 

consistent.  

Table 4 - Experimental Group’s production of target items. (n=15) 

 Pre-Test (n=14) Post-Test (n=12) Delayed Post-Test (n=14) 

 RTs HN UT RTs HN UT RTs HN UT 

Learners TRP Non

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 

 TRP Non 

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 
 TRP Non 

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 

 

Wendy 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 4 0 3 8 

Leah 0 0 0 1 1 -- -- -- -- -- 1 2 2 4 5 

Moe 0 0 1 4 0 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 3 6 4 

Kurt 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 

Marin 0 0 0 0 0 -- -- -- -- -- 0 2 0 1 2 

Blake 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 4 -- -- -- -- -- 

Fern 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 2 0 2 2 

May 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 

Lili 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 

Ross 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 

Mel -- -- -- -- -- 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

Ant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Stu 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Will 0 0 0 0 0 -- -- -- -- -- 0 0 1 1 0 

Hayley 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 0 0 1 9 4 8 6 10 5 19 6 12 9 17 31 
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 There was a steady increase displayed by some of the learners in the EG, but not all7. For 

example, Moe and Wendy were a pair for all 3 instances of the recordings, and both have made 

considerable improvements all the way through to the delayed post-test. Although this pair showed 

signs of head nods in the pre-test, these head nods, were multiple head nods (as depicted in excerpt 

1), which is consistent with behavior that L1 speakers of English exhibit (Hanzawa, 2012). 

Towards the end of the experiment however, these head nods became singular nods, which is more 

native Japanese speaker oriented (Hanzawa, 2012). The majority of learners also displayed this 

behavior in the EG, and are represented in the upper half grey shaded area in the table. Moreover, 

these learners were also paired with each other. This data shows that dyad pairs who successfully 

demonstrated listener behaviors is likely to have influenced each other in producing listener 

response tokens and contributed to the increase of production. 

 

4.4.2 Experimental Group’s production  

 

Table 5 presents the production of listener response for the CG. 

 

Few learners displayed target behaviors: a couple of learners deployed uptakes and there 

is one learner who deployed a head nod in the delayed post-test phase. Outside of this one learner 

however, there were no sign of progress, no evidence of development in the target areas and there 

is minimal uptake. In the CG, the majority of the learners did not contribute to the overall count 

of listener responses, supporting the claim that learners without explicit instructions do not pick 

up these behaviors.  

The most striking result in the table is the deployment of head nods that occurred in the 

pre-test by one learner, Zac. As mentioned before, Zac participated in two pre-test videos due to 

the odd number of learners. However, the production of head nods surfaced were only present in 

one of these recordings (Zac & Mao). These head nods occurred in his second recording, which 

meant familiarity with the content may have played a role in these occurrences. There were 3 head 

nod occurrences at TRP positions, and 4 head nod occurrences at non-TRP. However, as covered 

                                                 
7 The number of opportunities to deploy listener behaviors also might not have been equivalent across all three tasks, 

which may have affected the inconsistency of deployment at TRP and non-TRP. That said, progress is still evident 

with more than 50% of the learners, which means that these differences had minor impact to the results.  

 Table 5 - Control Group’s production of target items (n=8) 

 Pre-Test (n=8) Post-Test (n=8) Delayed Post-Test (n=6) 

 RTs HN UT RTs HN UT RTs HN UT 

Learners TRP Non

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 

 TRP Non 

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 
 TRP Non 

TRP 

TRP Non 

TRP 

 

Ana 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Sara* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Lyn* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Zac* 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mao* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Julie* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- -- -- -- -- 

Kat* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- -- -- -- -- 

Koni* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total: 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
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in excerpt 2, although from the placement alone they are consistent with preferred placement for 

Japanese attentive behavior, data suggests the head nods were a form of claim of understanding 

(Maynard, 1993; Mori & Yanagimachi, 2015) due to the repetitive usage of the same lexical item 

produced by Zac’s partner as produced by English speakers (Hanzawa, 2002).  

At the delayed post-test phase there were evidence of uptake by two learners, Lyn and Sara. 

Although Lyn & Sara were not paired together in this phase, they were however, pairs in the pre 

and post-test. The fact that these two learners were a dyad in the previous tests may have 

contributed to their development of using uptake markers in the delayed test phase, and although 

they were no longer a pair, they were still able to produce uptake markers with their own 

conversation partners.  

 

4.5 Pre and Post survey – Learners’ awareness to consideration 

 

4.5.1 Experimental Group 

 

The post-survey was once again administered to gauge learners’ competency of listener behavior 

and to see if the awareness-raising tasks influenced their understanding of this complex 

phenomenon. This survey looked at learners’ awareness of the way they perform as listeners in 

Japanese. After completing the post-test, learners were given the same survey as they did prior to 

instructions to put into comparison their responses and see if learners developed a deeper social 

pragmatic competence from the interventions. There are 6 questions in the survey (Appendix A), 

but only question 1 will be the focus here because this question specifically asked learners their 

awareness of what makes a good listener and how to show consideration for others in Japanese. 

Due to space limitations, I present data from a few learners who showed noticeable changes in 

their responses (the other 7 learners in the EG are omitted due to their absence of noticing of the 

target behavior in their responses).  

 

Figure 1: Experimental Group’s Pre and Post Survey Responses  

Question #1 – In your opinion, what makes a good listener? How do you demonstrate good 

listenership? (for e.g. If somebody is listening to you, how do you expect them to behave?) 

(in Japanese). 

 

Learners’ responses 

Learner:  Pre – Survey     Post - Survey 

Wendy: Head nodding, asking questions, 

responding. 

Head nodding, follow up questions, 

comment (to take interest).  

Lili: Nodding head, responding when 

appropriate, repeating what was said. 

Eye contact, verbal confirmation, head 

nodding. 

Ross: They will comment on what you’re 

talking about and will be interested.  

Reacting, showing emotion in the right 

places, follow up questions. 

Moe:  A good listener has good posture and 

acknowledges the things I say. 

Nodding, eye contact, facial expression, 

better posture + intersection of own 

opinion + POV. 
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There are notable differences in learners’ awareness regarding listenership and omoiyari, 

consideration for others. By the time of post-test phase, learners were able to formulate their own 

words describing what an active listener should be like in addition to head nods, such as “Eye 

contact, verbal confirmation, head nodding” (Lili), “engaging body language” (May), “showing 

interest thru un, hai” ‘yes’ (Stu), “showing emotion in the right places” (Ross). Although some 

learners’ responses already showed signs of pre-existing knowledge of head nods, most of the 

learners were able to include an additional behavior underlined above that corresponded with 

Japanese listener behaviors.  

A few learners’ responses however, already showed signs of pre-existing knowledge of 

head nods in the pre-survey. Leah demonstrated remarkably well in the delayed post-test data, this 

could be due to the fact that Leah had prior experience. She also included “eye contact” as a way 

to display attentive listenership in her post-survey response, something that was not part of her 

assumption to being an attentive listener in her pre-survey. So, it seems as though eye contact for 

Leah was a way to being a good listener, and a way that afforded her opportunities to deploy 

listener responses, as illustrated in excerpt 4.  

If we look at the learners who had no prior background in listener behavior, such as Moe, 

Stu, May, and Will, there is a foundation to base the argument to say that the interventions indeed 

worked (to a certain degree). Some learners were able to deploy listener responses, but yet fail to 

mention it in their survey, and vice versa, learners were able to successfully demonstrate their 

understanding of showing emotional support in a Japanese conversation in their pre-survey, yet it 

is not reflected in some of the learners in the pre-test phase. For example, some learners like Ross 

and May were aware of it, but did not perform RTs nor head nods in their recordings (although 

May provided one head nod at a TRP). Although learner responses demonstrate awareness of 

listener collaborative behavior in Japanese, there is no clear relationship between awareness and 

production of these behaviors in situ.  

 

4.5.2 Control Group 

 

Similar to the EG, learners in the CG were also administered the survey after their post-test. The 

following table consists of CG learners’ responses with regard to the same question (#1) analyzed 

above. There were some notable responses from the CG.   

 

May: Acknowledgement makes a good 

listener. 

Acknowledging words, engaging body 

language, follow up questions. 

Stu: Show interest by phrases like a soo 

desu ka and tone of voice. 

Show interest thru un, hai, Head nods, etc.  

Will:  Invested in the conversation, asking 

questions, showing emotions, etc.  
Nodding head, acknowledgement (un, 

hai), asking questions.  

Leah:  Lots of head nodding along to follow 

with the conversation. Using phrases 

like soo desu ka. Recognizing what 

the person just said and making your 

responses conversational using 

ndesu. 

I think eye contact, head nods, and 

acknowledging what the person just said. 

Good leadership would mean you are more 

or less guiding where the conversation 

goes.  
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Figure 2: Control Group’s Pre and Post Survey Responses  

Question #1 – In your opinion, what makes a good listener? How do you demonstrate good 

listenership? (for e.g. If somebody is listening to you, how do you expect them to behave?)  

(in Japanese). 

 

Learners’ responses 

Learner:  Pre – Survey     Post - Survey 

 
Notably there were no specific mentions of RTs or emotional support in the pre-survey in 

the CG. In the post-survey however, four of the eight learners became aware of certain aspects of 

collaborative listening behavior. For example, in the pre-survey, none of the learners mentioned 

any form of listenership behavior, but towards the end of the study, four of the learners responded 

with, “nodding, eye contact” (Kat), “nodding head, eye contact” (Sara), “eye contact and nods” 

(Ana). There were a few exceptions in the delayed post-test data that were able to deploy such 

attentive behavior, despite having the awareness of it, despite it being recorded in their pre-survey, 

which again, further reiterates the challenge learners face in deploying such practices outside of 

their L1 preferred behavior.  

CG responses reflect textbook emphasis on supportive conversational moves, much as the 

EG responses show, which is showing that learners are picking up information about supportive 

listener behavior from the textbook and are understanding the notion of being a good supportive 

listener in Japanese. However, without the explicit instructions, the CG group lagged behind in 

terms of the development and production of these additional behaviors.  

Julie: When someone responds to what you 

say with comments and questions. 

A good listener listens intently with 

comments and opinions. Expected to 

behave respectfully and politely. 

Mao: I think a good listener should try to 

understand what the speaker is 

saying and give feedback more than 

just saying “yes” or “no”. 

They should listen to me and show their 

understanding of me by asking questions 

or commenting. 

Ana: They are always following up with 

comments and elaborating on their 

response to keep the conversation 

going.  

When he/she makes eye contact and nods 

his/her head. When he/she makes 

comments and/or asks questions about the 

topic of the conversation. 

Kat: By adding input + referring back to 

their statements. 

Nodding, eye contact, facial expression, 

active listening responses. 

Zac: Nice reaction. Focus. Nice reaction & comment. 

Koni: Body language and active 

acknowledgement in conversation. 

Someone who care and is engaged in 

convo.  

Show interest in conversation, respond 

appropriately, attentive.  

Sara: Ask questions, confirm what you 

say, eye contact. 

Nodding head, eye contact, asking 

question. 

Lyn: Dedicated themselves to the 

conversation they’re involved in. 

Ask questions, confirm what you say, eye 

contact. 
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5 Discussion  

 

The current study focused on learners who are at the elementary level of Japanese, which 

supposedly means they had no prior Japanese background. As a way for learners to explore the 

use of listener responses, they were exposed to native speaker models via the use of video excerpts 

from Terrace House. The design of the study adopted an explicit instructional approach to 

pragmatics (Yoshimi, 2001; Ishida. K, 2009, Taguchi, 2009, 2011) with elicitation of learner 

awareness through a questionnaire and assessment of uptake through an in-class dialog task. 

Although the course is designed for absolute beginners, some learners indicated they had prior 

exposure to Japanese listener behavior, which means some learners were ahead of others in this 

study. This also means that some other learners may not have a foundation to build such a complex 

phenomenon at such an early stage. This sets a dichotomy between prepared and unprepared 

learners. This preparedness as a condition for noticing gave certain learners the advantage, 

meaning, they already had the expectation to build their foundation. For example, Kujawa & Huske 

(1995) found that learners can make connections from new concepts to knowledge they already 

have, meaning learners with prior knowledge are already set apart for learners who are unaware. 

This would mean that learners who are unaware would require further practice and more exposure. 

For example, some learners in the EG did not show any signs of awareness in either survey nor 

any production of referent in post or delayed post-tests, moreover, even among learners who 

showed awareness on their post-survey, producing supportive listener behaviors was still relatively 

limited, albeit, in most cases, natural sounding and target-like. That said, learners with 

administered explicit instructional awareness had opportunities to practice in class on days without 

the interventions, but required consistent reminders from the instructor, and learners were exposed 

to listener behaviors frequently, but they did not display much production.  

As identified by Van Lier (2004), a meaningful environment generates affordance for 

enhancing activities. However, the organization of the classroom limited this opportunity for the 

learners. For example, the majority of the dyads in this study stayed with the same partner 

throughout their three test phases. Wendy and Moe were a pair that produced many head nods and 

RTs, and they were also a very collaborative pair throughout the study. Kurt and May were also a 

pair that were together for all the tests and were interacting with each other collaboratively, but 

did not produce much of the expected behavior. As this behavior is also triggered by the speaker’s 

use of head nods and RT (Hanzawa, 2012) as a joint collaborative action (Iwasaki, 2009), the lack 

of production could be contributed by conversation partners as well as the individual self. This is 

also identified by Westbrook (2011) where the study showed that learners who are in a stronger 

position can assist weaker learners in pair group activities. However, if both learners in a dyad are 

not assisting each other, the opportunity is then lost. Norman (1986) as cited by Burešová (2007) 

suggests that the notion of rotating pairs can create opportunities for learners to overcome non-

productivity, and in this case, the unproductivity of listener behaviors. In turn, weaker students 

may learn from stronger ones (Westbrook, 2011), and who they are paired with can affect their 

performance.  

As this study engages with the notion of building intercultural pragmatic competence in 

listener behaviors in Japanese, the challenge to overcome their L1 English communicative 

behaviors could have interfered with learners’ performances. Although it has been stated that eye 

gaze tends to be averted in Japanese (Szatorwski, 2000), the maintenance of gaze had a strong 

presence in the EG, a likelihood of L1 English behavioral transfer (Jarvis, 2000) for being held 

accountable in a conversation (Szatrowski, 2000). This trait was prominent in the EG where 
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learners attempt to make eye contact and avoid using the script, orienting to a collaborative mutual 

exchange, thus created opportunities for mutual alignment, which allowed learners to perform both 

head nods and RTs together. However, this behavior was not observed in the CG. The majority of 

learners in the CG had tendencies to focus on scripts, which ultimately, restricted the possible 

productions of listener response behaviors (Kita & Ide, 2007; Maynard, 1989; Miller 1991). While 

Ana attempted to maintain gaze, this afforded her the opportunity to engage in collaborative 

engagement as a listener, which then allowed her to perform listener behavior. The findings here 

suggest that mutual gaze can be considered an underlying factor that can enable learners to 

mutually engage with each other, and also provide opportunities to perform good listenership. 

Despite it being an American English behavior (Szatrowski, 2000), this behavior ameliorated 

learners’ production of listener response rather than interfering with their development.  

As identified in the literature, past studies have shown that learners benefitted from explicit 

instructions (Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; Yoshimi, 2001; Ishida, 2009). Studies such as Tateyama 

(2001) have demonstrated explicit instruction in tandem with pragmatics is successful in a 

classroom, and this study also further reinforces this instructional approach. As seen in Figure. 1, 

certain learners in the EG who received instructional treatment developed an awareness of the 

target behaviors as evidenced in their production of head nods, RTs, and uptakes after instructions. 

Moreover, learner responses in their post-survey also showed evidence with respect to ‘how do 

you demonstrate good listenership’. Learner responses mentioned: “eye contact, head nods, and 

acknowledging what the person just said’, as well as “eye contact, verbal confirmation, head 

nodding”, among others. Notably, two learners who mentioned “head nod” in their pre-survey 

deploy head nods in their pre-test data. By the end of the study, both learners notably mentioned 

this behavior, but also extended their knowledge to incorporate additional behaviors such as 

“verbal confirmation”. The data suggests that an explicit instructional approach can support the 

notion of pragmatic competency is indeed teachable in a classroom. 

 

 

6 Limitations 

 

This study was conducted over the span of 9-weeks in one semester. This meant that learners’ 

limited exposure in class may have been a contributing factor for learners who failed to produce 

listener responses. Past studies have shown the success of awareness-raising, such as Ishida (2009) 

and Iwai (2010), but much of the success corresponds to the length of the study. Both Ishida and 

Iwai conducted longitudinal studies and have both demonstrated that although learners may be 

aware of a target item, to produce it with comfort is not viable till the second semester. Therefore, 

the current study design will need to adjust in terms of length in order to gather results that bears 

the same success in the studies by Ishida (2009) and Iwai (2010). In addition to the length of this 

study, the opportunities presented to learners should also be addressed. As each testing phases had 

different dialog tasks, this meant that learners were not given equal opportunities to utilize learner 

responses, nor were they equal in length. Past studies have seen the success of utilizing a native 

speaker model to help learners become aware of opportunities as well as providing equal 

opportunities to learners. To ensure learners receive equal opportunities, a native speaker model 

(Yoshimi, 2001; Tateyama, 2008; Iwai, 2010) for each task will present naturally occurring 

opportunities for listener responses to occur across all learners.   
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7 Conclusion  

 

The purpose of this study was to examine whether an emphasis on noticing (Schmidt, 1993) 

Japanese pragmatic listener behaviors via the use of explicit instruction (Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; 

Ishida. K, 2009; Tateyama; 2001; Yoshimi, 2001) can support learner production of listener 

behaviors, as well as raising their awareness of the sociocultural aspects of Japanese behavior 

during listenership (Iwasaki, 1997; Yoshimi, 1997). Although the study has room for 

improvements, it suggests that beginning learners can develop pragmatic awareness with respect 

to aspects of listener behavior and may be able to begin deploying such practices given they are 

provided the instruction, platform and opportunity in classroom discourse.  
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Appendix 

 

 

Transcription Guide 

 

Due to the multimodal nature of this research, the transcription convention leans on multiple 

approaches to fully incorporate the nature of the interaction between interactants. These include: 

 

 Main transcription conventions by Gail Jefferson (2004). 

 Whitehead’s (2011) transcription system for head nods via () to replace Jefferson’s rising 

and lowering of pitch. 

 And also utilizes Goodwin’s (1980) convention for gaze.  

 

? rising intonation 

. falling intonation 

, indicates a slight rise or fall in intonation 

[ onset of overlap 

] end of overlap 

= latched utterance 

-       sudden stop/glottal stop 

: elongated sound/extended sound 

(h)  laughter 

.h inhale 

h. exhale 

word emphasis  

(.) brief pause 

(0.2) longer duration of pause by (seconds.millisecond) 

Head nods 

 Head nod occurrence  

Gaze 

… leading up to gaze 

[x establishment of gaze  

x__ maintenance of gaze 

 

 

Excerpt Abbreviation Guide 

 

TOP   topic 

DAT  dative 

NOM   nominative 

NEG   negative 

IP   interactional particle 

Q  question particle 

COP  copula 

NPST non-past 
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APPENDIX A – Pre/post baseline survey: questions outlined in survey 

1- In your opinion, what makes a good listener? How do you demonstrate good listenership? 

(for e.g. If somebody is listening to you, how do you expect them to behave?) (in 

Japanese). 
 

2- What kind of reaction does a listener do when they are surprised or if they are skeptic 

about something, what do they say? 
 

3- How important do you think it is to show consideration/sympathy to your conversation 

partner in conversations of Japanese?  

not so important 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  very important 
 

4- How do you think we can show consideration/sympathy, what kind of action(s) should 

we take? 
 

Conversation 1 Conversation 2 

B-san is waiting at the library for A (a very 

close friend). S/he just arrived and she just has 

something to tell you. S/he overheard 

something at Starbucks. A is now telling B-san 

she just overheard… 

B-san is having a conversation with a 

teacher(A). The teacher is asking B-san if s/he 

remembers the quiz from last week.  

A： ねえ。 

      (getting attention from partner), listen up 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A： このあいだ、「One OK Rock」のはなし 

 おぼえている？ 

Do you remember our conversation about 

the One OK Rock? 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A： すきっていったよね。 

 You said you like them, right?  

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A:   じつは、らいしゅう、ハワイに来るっ 

て。 

       Well,  I heard they’re coming to Hawaii next 

week 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A： せんしゅう、クィズがありましたよ 

ね。    

Do you remember we had a quiz last. 

week? 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A： むずかしかったんですか。 

            Was it difficult? 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 

A：  そうですか。みなのクィズがわるかっ

たですから、もういちどやります。 

 Is that so? Well, everyone did pretty bad,           

so we’re going to do it once again. 

Bsan：(J)_________ 

 (E)_________ 
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5- How would you respond to new information? In the dialogues presented above, place your 

responses in the space above (J) for Japanese, (E) for English translation. (If you don’t 

know, then you may leave it blank) 
 

- Can you explain why you selected your responses very briefly?  

6- Provide any additional information/details you can regarding what you think Bsan is doing 

when listening to A. (If you don’t know, then you may leave it blank) 

 

 
APPENDIX B – Questions outlined in intervention 1 

Discussion  

- Get into groups of 3.  

- Have two in your group to talk to each other while one person can observe the structure 

of the talk. 

 

Task : Talk to your partner about anything, whether it’s the weekend, what their major is, 

why they took Japanese – anything that can generate a conversation going.   

1- What do you notice about the conversation - How does the speaker know the listener is 

paying attention to what s/he is saying?  

 

2- How do we interact with each other? How does the listener interact to the speaker?   

 

3- In your opinion, do you think this is universal in how we listen and interact with others? 

Is it the same with Japanese also? 

 

Video 1 (1:55-2:08) Terrace House  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WV5ET8_AvuU&t=184s 

Seina, a guest visiting the house are talking to Lauren and Frank. Seina questions the two 

about relationships. Seina is asking if they are dating anyone and that if they will consider 

dating the guys in the house. The conversation goes as follows:  

 

Seina:  じゃ、 

 Well, 

Frank: はい 

  yes 

Seina: あの三人でいうと、あの〜 ちきゅうじょうだね。 

  If it’s those 3, erm, if it’s those 3 left on earth… 

Frank:  はい  

  yes 

Lauren: うん 

  yes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WV5ET8_AvuU&t=184s
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Seina: たとえばね。 

 Hypothetically speaking, ok 

Frank:  うん  

  yes 

Lauren: うん 

  yes 

Seina: ちきゅうじょうで、三人だったら。まぁ、だれがいい？ 

 if it’s them 3 that are left on earth, well, who will you date? 

Frank: (taken aback)  

Seina: そうそうそうそう 

 Yes (that’s it) yes, yes 

 

1- What do you notice from Lauren and Frank. What gesture do they do to demonstrate their 

attentiveness? 

2- How often does this happen? 

3- When does it happen? (is it after sentence completion or something else?) 

4- What purpose does this gesture serve, do you think?  

5- Comparing your conversation to the one from the video, do the listeners in the 

conversations display the same kind of reactions? (what is the same and what is 

different?) 

 

 

APPENDIX C – Questions outlined in intervention 2 
 

 

Video 1 
(0:30 – 1:07)  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5PKA98kMxA 

Situation: Eric and Frank have already gotten to know each other for 6 weeks already, so they’re 

rather familiar with each other given that they have been living together for some time already. 

Eric is explaining to Frank the details about his pop-up store in Waikiki and what he is planning 

to sell there. Frank is being attentive and listening to Eric’s explanation. 

 

Mark the places where responds to Eric, and if possible, write down what Frank says in 

the brackets.   

 

Eric: だから、その、ポップアップストアひらくねんけど、ワイキキで 

  Well, I’m opening up a pop-up store at Waikiki 

Frank:           
        

Eric: そこに、アイスコーヒーたすねんけど, 

  We’re managing ice coffee there,  

Frank:           

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5PKA98kMxA
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Eric: メニューで、アイスコーヒーになんか、バニラアイスをトッピングする 

  On the menu, we’re going to add vanilla ice cream as a topping 

Frank:           
  

Eric： アフォガト 

  Affugato 

Frank:   

             

 Eric: そう   

  Yes 

 

Frank：わかるわかる. 

  Yeah yeah      

 Eric: にほんごで たぶん。。。 

  In Japanese, perhaps… 

Frank: うん（ ）アフォガートだったかな 

  Yea       I think it’s “Affogato” 

Eric: アフォガートがなんか、ってにほんごにいいかたしらんけど 

  Yeah, Affogato. I don’t know the pronunciation in Japanese  

Frank:            

   

Eric: で、そういうオノポップっていうかいしゃと コラボレーションするんだ 

  Then, we’re collaborating with a company called Ono Pop    

    

    

1- Where was Frank’s attention and focus during this exchange? 

 

2- How did Frank react to Eric’s comments? What did she do to demonstrate she was being 

engaged?  

 

 Besides the gaze and nodding Frank demonstrates, what else did she do? 

 How frequent does she do this/these, and where do they appear?  

 In the missing spaces (Frank’s lines) in the dialogue above, insert what you think you 

hear from Frank, and place them where you hear it. (simply draw a line where Frank 

interjects). 

 

3- Why do you think she keeps responding with うん/はい ?  
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 What do you think it is doing?  

 Is there a difference between the two? 

 

 
APPENDIX D -  Questions outlined in intervention 3 

 

Conversation A 

Yamada is looking at Chris’s binder and sees a lot of surfing décor.  

1 やまだ：  チンさん、サーフィンが すきですか。   

2 クリス： _____、だいすきです。 

3 やまだ： あ、そうですか。私も。どこでサーフィンがすきなんですか。 

4 クリス： ええと、そうですね。 

5 やまだ： うん 

6 クリス： わたしはワイキキでよくサーフィンしてるよ。 

7 やまだ： あ、そうですか。いいですね。 

 

 

 

Conversation B 

Suzuki is looking at Chris’ binder and sees a lot of surfing décor.   

1 すずき：  え、クリス、サーフィンが すきなの。 

2 クリス： ____、だいすきだよ。 

3 すずき： マジ。ぼくも。ノースショアでよくサーフしてるよ。 

   Really? Me, too. I go to North shore to surf very often. 

4 クリス： うそ！ぼくも。そこはサーフがめちゃいいね。 

   No way! Me, too! The surf is great there, isn’t it! 

5 すずき： そうそう。いつもそこに行くんだ。 

   yeah, I agree. I go there every time.  

6 クリス： マジか？  

   For real?  

7 すずき： こんど、いっしょに行こうぜ。 

   Let’s go together sometime 

8 クリス： 行こう行こう。 
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Discussion:  

1- In the missing spaces in conversation A, and B,  would (うん ) or (はい) be more 

appropriate? 

- What made you come to this conclusion 

 

2- If you compare conversation A with B, what do you notice between the two? What do you 

think their voices will be like when they are talking to each other? Do you think 

conversation A and conversation B have the same tone of voice? 

 

- What do you think the possible relationship is between the speakers in conversation A 

and in B, and what makes you come to this conclusion? 

 

A:___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

B:___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

APPENDIX E - Questions and tasks outlined in intervention 4 

 

Task 1 : Take a minute and discuss with a partner or in groups and come up with a response to 

the question presented above. 

 

Task 2: New Housemates move in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFhppMBZxQo&list=PLJiA9siw8vf9YNvgyo2r-

ytcc1cl1S4Ze&index=26  (Terrace House 11th Week – Aloha State 0:18 - 1:01) 

 

It is only the first day the new housemates Ana, and Taishi have moved in, and Eric is asking 

them questions to get to know them better.  

 
1 Eric:  Ana wa nani wo shiteru no   What are you doing now, Ana? 

 

2 Ana: hataraiteiru  [k-     I’m working, [k 
  

3 Eric:                 [doko de?                          [Where at?  

   

4 Ana: etooo. sando baa de tsua gaido    eeerm…as a tour guide at the sandbar 
  

5 Eric: (____), soo na yan  (______)   Ahh, I see, I see 

   

6 Ana: ara moana (inaudible)    Ala Moana (inaudible) 

 

7 Eric: ja, kuwashii jan, mou hawai kekkou  Then, you must be quite familiar with Hawai’i? 

   

8 Ana:  unn. aru teidou kuwashi to omou  Yea, to a certain extent, I think 

       

9 Eric: (_____) zutto eru ee (LA)   Have you always been in LA? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFhppMBZxQo&list=PLJiA9siw8vf9YNvgyo2r-ytcc1cl1S4Ze&index=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFhppMBZxQo&list=PLJiA9siw8vf9YNvgyo2r-ytcc1cl1S4Ze&index=26
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10 Taishi: iya, boku ha tabun ichinen han shika   No, it wasn’t till for probably only a year and a half I  

mada LA ni inakute de sore de kocchi   was in LA, and after that I came here. 

   ni kita kanji desu 

 

11 Eric: naruhodo   ( _____ )    I see  

 

12 Taishi: [jidou shite    (inaudible)   (inaudible)        

   

13 Eric: dou, su- suki?     How do you li- like it? 

 

14 Taishi:  suki suki. tanoshi. ma nanka jibun no yaritai koto yarareteiru wa ichiban tanoshi. sono  
     Yeah, yeah, I like it. It’s fun. Well, The best part is being able to do what I want to do. For example,  

akutingu ni shuchuu shitari toka jibun de sono jinsei ugokashite kocchi ni kite sono yume ni  
I can focus on things like acting, or moving my life out here and pursuing my dream of acting, and  

mukatte ippo zutsu sundeiru no ga sugoi tanoshi. 
     taking it step by step is a lot of fun 

 

Discussion 

1- Listen to the conversation more closely, paying particular attention to Eric. Listen what small 

utterances he produces in: 

 

Line 5: _______,   ________ 

Line 9: ___________ 

 Line 11: _________ 

 

Pay particular close attention to Taishi’s last dialogue from line 14. What and where does Eric 

produce these small utterances? (Highlight or mark down where Eric produces the short 

utterances). 

 

2- How frequent are these small utterances, and do all of these small utterances fall in the same 

places all the time? (in the beginning, middle, end of speaker’s talk) 

 

3- What else does Eric do to show that he is engaged with Ana & Taishi? 

 

4- Do you think Eric will respond the same way if he was addressing somebody in a position of 

higher status? (e.g. a company’s boss, a professor, etc.) 

 

- What do you think Eric will respond with if he were addressing somebody in a higher 

standing position? 
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APPENDIX F – Presentation slide (Pre-Test) 

 

 
 

 

APPENDIX G – Presentation slide (Post-Test) 
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APPENDIX H – Presentation slide (Delayed Post-Test) 

 

 

 


